Thank you again for everyone’s help on the NAAB visit last week. Also, I hope you had a chance to see next year's Regnier Chair, Fuensanta Nieto lecture on Friday. The work was incredible. To have her come and work with our students next year is going to be special. This year's chair, Fran Silvestre will be in town next week. He is working with Jay Siebenmorgen's ADS 7 studio. This Friday, our own David Dowell will be presenting the first Forum Talk at 12:30 in Regnier Forum. The Forum Talks will be a less formal series geared toward sharing work and ideas from more regional architects and educators. Come by and get excited about architecture before studio.

Best,

Matthew Knox AIA
Professor and Department Head

Bob Condia selected as next Regnier Distinguished Faculty Chair
Kansas State University, College of Architecture, Planning & Design professor Bob Condia, member of the American Institute of Architects, was selected as the Victor L. Regnier distinguished faculty chair in the architecture department.

Condia is an architect and design partner with Condia+Ornelas Architects, Manhattan. He teaches architecture as an art form with a wide variety considerations from neuroscience to a building's terrestrial and celestial alignments and metaphysics and poetics of architectural design.

Condia has been a studio critic for 30 years in both architecture and interior design. In 2008 he received the Commerce Bank Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award; in 2015 he received AIA Kansas' Schirmer Award for service. His publications range from monographs on the works of progressive architects to theoretical articles on the experience of space as well as a catalogue of his own surrealist illustrations. His recent works include topics on neuroscience and architecture, the biological basis of aesthetic experience and the craft of teaching architects to teach. (MORE)
EXHIBITION DATES
11.06-11.30.17

18 DETAILS showcases 18 projects in the region from firms located in the greater Kansas City area. The purpose of the exhibition is to define what building culture in this area is or is becoming through the detail—the moment where drawing, building piece, client and design meet. The exhibition seeks to reveal the quality fostered by the uniqueness of the design community present here, the clients, patrons, and other personalities that contribute to that community, the builders and engineers that enable the work here, as well as our climate, our history, and our future in this place.

Featuring work from:
BMH Building Special Projects; DRAW Architecture + Urban Design; Gladwell, Eisele, Assoc.; Helix Architecture + Design; Ketter, Wypocik; Hilbs + Miller Architects; Muff + Schaefer; KHS Architecture; POP Architects; Populous, Inc.; Roodl & Associates; Sahlens' Esquire; Studios; SFS Architecture; Studio C04.

Curated by Assoc. Prof. Corey Love, Architecture Dept., Kansas State University. Made possible with funding from the Professional Advisory Board to the Architecture Department, College of Architecture, Planning & Design, Kansas State University.
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Faculty
Please return ALL keys that access spaces that you no longer occupy or are no longer authorized to occupy. As the mail room and resource room located in Seaton west are to remain locked be sure to keep the key that accesses those rooms. Return ALL keys to spaces no longer existing, ie Seaton Court, former studios in Seaton east etc.. Keys should be returned to the office that issued them or if in doubt, the Dean's office.

Commerce Bank and W.T. Kemper Foundation Undergraduate Outstanding Teaching Awards
The original and current purpose of these awards is to recognize excellence in teaching performance in the undergraduate program and to provide an incentive to achieve that goal.

More information regarding the award can be found [here](#).

**arch_apdpro**

APDPro: Portfolio Basics
[PORTFOLIO BASICS, SPECIAL TOPIC]
**Mon., Nov. 13, 5:30 p.m., The Ekdahl**
Join associate professors Katie Kingery-Page and LaBarbara Wigfall to learn the basics of portfolio design and documenting your work for portfolios. This event is a
arch_opportunities

**Brunton Architects & Engineers**
We are looking for talented young people that hold design in "high regard". Our firm has grown based upon its appreciation for design and quality.

Our belief is that quality results come from collaboration and intense communication. It is our goal to gain the client's trust in bringing their vision to life. That is achieved through clear and honest communication. We enjoy working side by side with our clients and guide them through the design and construction process. Check us out on the web at [www.bruntonarchitects.com](http://www.bruntonarchitects.com).

**MOA ARCHITECTURE (MOA)** would like to make you aware of a scholarship and learning experience opportunity. We offer an annual merit based private scholarship award + paid summer internship (plus paid travel and living expense reimbursement) to students in accredited architectural programs. Total value to the students is typically in excess of $13,000. Submittals are due in January 2018 - visit our Scholarship + Internship page [http://moaarch.com/scholarship/](http://moaarch.com/scholarship/) and flyer [here](http://moaarch.com/scholarship/).

Check out full postings on the arch employment page [here](http://moaarch.com/scholarship/).

arch_dates + events

**NOVEMBER**
8 Ekdahl Lecture Series | Mogens Smed | 4:30 PM in Regnier Forum
9 AIA KS Board Meeting | The Ekdahl | 9:00 am - 12:00 PM
10 Forum Talk with David Dowell | Regnier Forum 12:30 PM
20-24 Fall Break, no classes!

**DECEMBER**
4 President Myers + Provost Mason visit APDesign
6 Bowman Forum
8 Manko Design Competition
8 Fall 2017 Term Ends
11-15 Finals Week
13 APDesign Holiday Party | Manhattan Country Club